
When time moves forward one hour, you know that spring has officially arrived -- 
and summer is close behind. But in Las Vegas, we set our calendars and clocks 
by the new change-of-season displays created by the amazing horticultural team 
at the Bellagio, and Wednesday’s unveiling at the Bellagio Conservatory and 
Botanical Gardens was wondrous.

Spring has sprung there, and the dazzling and dizzying display will remain open 
free to visitors through May 13. This year’s show debuts the enchanting musical 
sounds of the harp and the violin, a rotating windmill and a floral exhibition 
showcasing tulips, azaleas, hibiscus and lilies. A carousel, a waterfall and ceiling-
hung, hand-painted parasols welcome the spirit of spring with open arms.

For the first time during the Bellagio’s annual spring sensation, guests will hear 
daily, hourlong music performances at 5 p.m. in the Victorian Gazebo in the South 
Garden. The sounds of the harp and the violin float through a serene village with 
compositions and arrangements inspired by European musical masters including 
Mozart, Beethoven, Bach and Chopin.

Steps away and also making its debut at the Bellagio, a 26-foot-tall windmill weighing some 9,000 pounds. It lures visitors into a 
captivating garden surrounded by magnolia, weeping willow, bottle and plum trees. A mother swan and her cygnets, made of 5,000 
feathers and simulated fur, frolic in the cool water beneath a 24-foot-long stone bridge.

Near the entrance to the conservatory, a colorful 11-foot-tall carousel weighing 5,600 pounds is accented with emerald, plum, ginger 
and ruby and surrounded by daffodils. Bumblebees made of preserved sunflowers and mums buzz about while four custom-painted 
sets of oversized Dutch clogs complete the scene.

In conjunction with the Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art’s new exhibit “Claude Monet: Impressions of Light,” the conservatory has created a 
floral interpretation of Monet’s Fisherman’s “Cottage on the Cliffs at Varengeville (1879)” in the Giardini corner. The re-created painting 
is set within a 6-foot-tall carved frame.

Also new this season is the 24/7, high-definition, streaming EarthCam allowing computer users around the world to experience the 
conservatory with a live look at each seasonal transformation. So if you’re in Europe, Down Under or China, you can always log onto 
the beauty of the Bellagio.

Open 24 hours a day seven days a week, the spring display will use some 82,830 flowers through May 13; the change-out by garden-
ers works out to 8,230 a week!
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